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Genetic study on the inheritance of the resistance of rice plant to blast was begun by 
Sasaki37). In the first twenty years, many studies were accumulated as reviewed by Taka
hashi41) and Yamasaki and Kiyosawa44). All these studies were performed under natural 
infection or artificial infection in which racial constitution of the blast fungus \vas not known. 

Since then, change has taken place in the studies pertaining to the specialization of races 
and it has made complicated gene analysis of resistance of the rice plant to blast. Moreover, 
the studies on the differentiation of pathogenic races made it possible to determine the 

Table 1. Classification of rice varieties on the basis of resistance to blast. 

Variety 

Zenith 

Te-tep, Tadukan 

Pi No.1 

Pi No.3 

Choko-to 

Yakei-ko, Reishiko, Kanto 
Kanto 53 

Ishikari Sbiroke, Norin 34 

Fujisaka 5 

Homare Nishiki, Sbuho, Aya
nisbiki 

Aicbi Asahi, Norin 17 

Ginga 
~~------~----

Norin 22, Shin Y amabuki 

Norin 20 

Shinsetsu* 

16, 21, 22, 24) 
KIYOSAWA 

Sbimokita type 

Pi No.4 type 

To-to type 

Kanto 51 type 

Classification of rice varieties 

GoTO & IWATA & 
Y AMANAKAlO) NARITA10, 11) 

II 

B 

c 

Isbikari Sbiroke type E 

Aichi Asahi type 

Shin 2 type 

Shinsetsu type 

* This variety was not tested by GOTO and YAMANAKA10). 

* Department of Physiology and Genetics, National Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Hiratsuka, Kana
gawa, Japan. 



Table 2. Classification of rice varieties by KIYOSA W A and gene 
constitution of each type. 
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mutual relationship between resistance genes found in different times or by different research
ers. 

Recent studies on the inheritance of blast-resistance using the fungus strains ·with known 
pathogenicity were reviewed by Kiyosawa21l. 

Genetic studies by using fungus strains with known pathogenicity were begun by Niizeki:l3). 
After that, such studies were propelled by Iwata and NaritalO,ll) and Kiyosawa and his co· 
workersl-l-~28). The progress of the researches on the differentiation of pathogenic races by 
Goto, ct af.lO,ll) greatly contributed to such advanced studies. Up to date, eight genes 
controlling true resistance to blast have been found in Japan. 

Classification of Varieties on the Basis of Resistance 

In Japan, three groups of researchers attempted to classify the rice varieties which were 
native or bred in Japan (Table 1). Goto and YamanakalO) classified Japanese rice varieties 
including some foreign ones into ten groups, and selected the differential varieties based on 
the results. Iwata and Narita10,11) divided many Japanese varieties or lines tested into seven 
groups. Among the varieties or lines tested by them, a large number were those which were 
being bred for rice cultivation in Hokkaido district and a few were the same foreign varieties 
as those tested by Goto, et al.lO, 11) Based on their resistance to Japanese races, Kiyosawa 
and his co-workers tested native or leading varieties and newly bred varieties or lines in 
Japan, and divided them into eleven groups. At first Yamasaki and Kiyosawa44l found five 
types, Shin 2, Aichi Asahi, Kanto 51, Ishikari Shiroke and To-to, in Japanese varieties in
cluding some Chinese varieties. Kiyosawa16,20~22) later added six types, Shinsetsu, Ta, Pi 
No.4, Fukunishiki, Shimokita and Zenith (Table 2). All of them were ones which were 
bred in Japan using foreign varieties as a source of resistance, except the Shinsetsu type. 

Relatively good agreement can be found among the results of classification by the three 



Table 3. Rice varieties belonging to each type on blast resistance. 

Japanese variety 

Designated variety* Others 

Shin 2 type 
Shin 2, Norin 26, Norin 1, Tozan 38. Norin ! Rikuu 132, \Vase Sen-ichi, Aichi : 
22, :-.lorin 8, Omachi, Koshiji \Vase, Shin Ya- Wase Asahi, Kyushu R, Zenkoku 1 

mabuki, Shiroganc, Hatsunishiki, Tedori vVase, \Vase, Kamenoo, Mokoto, St No. 
Koshihikari, Honen vVase, Norin 6, Norin 24, 1, Shinriki, Aikoku 1, Takenari, 
Norin 36. Norin 7, Norin 10, Norin 23, Norin San-in 45, Toyosato. Sachi-watari, 1 

2U, Norin 29, Obako Wase, Norin 12, I\orin \i\'ase Aikoku 3, Gi~ Bozu Chusei, · 
30, Ncrin 31, Norin 32, Norin 35, Norin 37, Ta Sensho, Shinju, Wase Asahi 
Norin :iS, Norin 4:i, Norin 44, Norin 47. Norin i 2, Togo, Kokuryo 1\iiyako, Sen-
48, Homasari, Futaketori, Y achi-kogane, Tone ' ichi, Bozu 6. 
\Vase, Shimotsuki, Bizennishiki, Kiyosumi, 
Ak:bae, Yaeho, Chikuma, Kokeshi Mochiw, 
Yama-kogane, Shioji, Chiyohikari, Yomo-hika
ri, Shintsuru Mochiw, Seto-honami, Natsumi-

_Il()ti, _ Y amasc:_shira~~-B-ik~t() Norin 12. 
Aichi Asahi type 

Aichi Asahi, Senbon Asahi, Norin 17, Kin
maze, :\orin 18, Norin 41, Towada, Sasashi
gure, ]ukkoku, Eiko, Norin 27, Asakaze, Fu
jiminori, Zuiho, Yuki-mochi", Sasa-honami, 
Fukuminori, Norin Mochi 45"-, Hamayu, Ya
mabiko, Otori, Norin 21, Norin 16, Hoyoku, 
:::\orin 2, Norin 9, Norin 13, Norin :i3, Nakate 
Shin Senhon, Mihonishiki, Gin-masari, Fuku
suke, l\agiho, Akikogane, vVakasa, Toyo-chi
kara. Hatsukine, Asuwa, Norin 28, Asahi, 
Nurin 14, Norin 19, Norin 42, Norin 4ii, Norin 
49, Norin 50, Norin 51, Norin Mochi 5w, Ko-
tobuki :\'lochiw, Hashiri Mochiw, Hatsuminori, 
Kaganishiki, Hatsushimo, Azusa, Yama-tedori, 
Benisengol<:tl, _ _"~lz~ bo11o, _(~irase, ~1eg_ll_~i: ;vas~,_ 

Kanto 51 type 
Kusabue, Mangetsu-mochiw, Ugonishiki,Fukei 
69, Hatsuiwai-mochiw, Senshuraku, Tatsumi

_!ll()chi''_._}'suyuak~ 
Ishikari Shiroke type 

~orin :H, Fukuyuki, Yoneshiro. 

Ta type· 
Pi No.4 type 
Fukunisl1iki type 

Ayanishiki, Yutaka Senbon, Okute 
Eiko, Tsurugi, Shinriki 11, Koga
nemaru, Haruta Asahi, Chikara 
Senbon, Tokai Senbon, Shuho, 
Kyoto Asahi, Futaba, Takara, Ka
ori, Mikawa Nishiki, Chu:sei Ho
nen, Takane Asabi, Shiro Senbon, 
Homare Nishiki, Kogane Mochiw, 
Zensho 2G, Akage, Hashiri Bozu, 
1-Iyoroku-mochiw. 

Kanto 51. Kanto 5:i, Kanto 
Chugoku 31, Imochi-shirazu. 

Ishikari Shiroke, Fujisaka 5, Scki
yama 2, Hokuriku 12, Fukumo
chiw, vVase Bozu. 

KL 

Fukuni~hiki. ~4J.~<;:::E1~, ()11243, Ou ;?4Lj, 
To-to type 

Tei ne,Yukara, Kagura-mochiw, Tsukimi-mo- i BR No.1 (Kongo), Hokushin. 
cl1i",Koshihi~i~i,()y_o~() • .'-)a_11_p_uku, Minehikari: _________________ _ 

Shinsetsu type 
_~1~1~etsu, Miyoshi, T<i!<a_n('O_;t'lishiki, _ 

Shimokira type 
Shimokita. 

Zenith type 
Pi No.1, Pi No.2. 
Fukei 67, Fukei 7::3. 
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Foreign variety 

Cal oro. 

Ya-

chall). 

* ; Excellent Yarieties which were registered in the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry until 1967 and 
which are being designated in prefectures in 1967. 

\Y: \Yaxy endosperm. 
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groups of researchers. 
Matsumoto, Yamada and Kozaka30) found high resistance to Philippine fungus strain Ken 

Ph-03 and found that there were at least two types of high resistance (immunity) to the strain 
in Japanese varieties. One of them was found in Kanto 51 and To·-to type varieties groups) 
mentioned above. The second type of immunity from Ken Ph-03 was found in all of the 
Ishikari Shiroke type varieties tested and in some of the Shin 2 and Aichi Asahi type ones. 

Inheritance of True Resistance 
1. Methods for Gene Analysis of Resistance 

Generally, gene analysis of resistance was carried out by inoculating progenies of the 
hybrid between resistant and susceptible varieties with fungus strain whose pathogenicity on 
the differential varieties had been known. This method is called "hybridization method for 
gene analysis." 

The other one is "mutant method for gene analysis." As mentioned later, pathogenicity 
of blast fungus strain changes sometimes spontaneously or artificially. These mutants can 
be efficiently used to know the presence or absence of a known gene for resistance in a 
given variety. 

For example, when a fungus strain "a" which is avirulent to a resistant variety "A" is 
sprayed or injected to the variety "A", a few susceptible lesions developed occasionally on the 
variety. A culture which is isolated from the lesions sometimes shows susceptible reaction on 
the variety "A". Such a culture does not show any change of pathogenicity on other types of 
resistant varieties, and of characteristics on the medium. Hence, the culture is a mutant on 
pathogenicity. When this mutant is sprayed or injected to the varieties "A" and ''B" 
attempted to test, many susceptible lesions should be developed on the variety "B" as well 
as on the variety "A", if the former has the same gene as the latter. 

!Pe Bi Hun! ) 
/ ~ l(Chinese mrietics) 

----~i 

:~American variety) 

Variety in which resistance to Ina 72 or Ina 168 was 
demonstrated to be controlled by one dominant gene. 
No susceptible plant was segregated in F 2 population of 
hybrid between varieties at the both ends of each line. 

Fig. 1. Relationship between genes in Aichi Asahi type varieties. 
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Fig. 2. Breeding process of blast-resistant varieties by using the gene Pi-k in Japan. (KIYOSAWA24)) 
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2. Aichi Asahi Type Varieties 
Genetic study of resistance of Aichi Asahi type varieties was begun by Niizeki::;::;. He 

found one dominant gene in Ayanishiki and Aichi Asahi. Iwata and NaritalO, 11) reported one 
dominant gene in each of Norin 15, Hashiri·hozu, Hakkoda, Towada, Norin 19 and \Vase 
Nishiki, and the gene in I-Iakkoda was the same as that in W ase Nishiki. Yamasaki and 
Kiyosawa44) supported the theory that one dominant gene controlled resistance of Aichi 
Asahi type varieties including Norin 17, Kinmaze, Senbon Asahi, Norin 41, Ayanishiki and 
Yutaka Senbon, and concluded that genes carried by these varieties were the same. They 
symbolized the gene as Pi-a. Kiyosawa, Iv1atsumoto and Lee28) found one dominant gene 
in Aichi Asahi. Kiyosawa20) studied, through numerous experiments, on many Aichi .Asahi 
type varieties and obtained the same conclusion (Fig. 1). Thus, he concluded that all of the 
Aichi Asahi type varieties in Japan carried the same gene Pi-a. 

3. Kanto 51 Type Varieties 
Niizeki33) found one dominant gene in Kanto 54, using one avirulent strain of blast 

fungus. Yamasaki and Kiyosawa44) studied resistance of Kanto 51 to five of seven fungus 
strains used by them, and concluded that the resistance to these fungus strains was controlled 
by one gene which was symbolized as P£--k by them. When spraying method was used for 
inoculation the gene Pi-k always showed complete dominance, whereas by the injection 
method there was a change in dominance from complete dominance to recessiveness with 
variation of environmental conditions. 

Kiyosawal5) analyzed the resistance of Reishiko, and concluded that the carried 
the gene Pi-k. 

Kiyosawa24), furthermore, made clear the presence of the gene Pi-le m Kusabue and 
Yakei·ko. 

It must be noted that all the tested Kanto 51 type varieties have been demonstrated to 
carry the gene Pi-k (Fig. 2). 

4. Ishikari Shiroke Type Varieties 
Yamasaki and Kiyosawa•H) studied the resistance of lshikari Shiroke and Fujisaka 5 and 

found the existence of the gene Pi- i in these varieties. The same gene was found in Seki
yama 215) and in the Korean variety, Doazi chall (Butamochi)23). Kiyosawa20) suggested that 
all the Ishikari Shiroke type varieties in Japan have the gene Pi-i. 

5. To·to Type Varieties 
To-to type varieties were analyzed successfully with the mutant method and the results 

were confirmed with the hybridization method24). All the tested To-to type varieties, To-to, 
Choko-to and Minehikari, carry the genes Pi-a and Pi-k. :\1inehikari has the gene Pi-m, 
in addition to them24). 

All of the Kanto 51 and To-to type varieties bred in Japan were derived from hybrids 
of Japanese varieties with Chinese ones, Reishiko, To--to and Hokush\ Tami. In addition to 
this, the fact that all the above mentioned tested varieties in these types have the gene Pi-k, 
indicates that all the Kanto 51 and To-to type varieties bred in Japan have the gene Pi-k 
(Fig. 
6. Shimokita Type Varieties 

The Philippine variety Tadukan which was highly resistant to Japanese races was utilized 
m Japan as a source of resistance for breeding of blast-resistant variety (Fig. 3). Thus, 
Shimokita was released in 196:2 as a resistant variety. KiyosawalG) studied on the inheritance 
of resistance of Pi No. 1 vvhicb was a variety obtained in the course of breeding of Shimokita 
and indicated that Pi No. 1 had two dominant genes Pi-a and Pi--ta. He demonstrated this 
by selecting a line (K 1 in Table 3) which had only one, Pi-ta, of two genes contained in 
Pi No. 1. 
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MS or S reaction to Ken 53-33. 

Fig. 3. Genealogical relationship of derivatives from Tadukan. (KIYOSA\VA22l) 

7. Pi No.4 Type Varieties 
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Pi No. 4 was bred by introducing a resistance of Tadukan as well Pi No. 1. Its re
sistance to blast, however, differs slightly from that of Pi No. 1. Kiyosawa22) found the gene 
Pi-ta2 in this variety. lie thought that thi:> gene was an allele of the gene Pi-ta, a gene 
closely linked with Pi-ta, or a gene complex consisting of Pi-ta and another which was 
closely linked with Pi·-ta. 
8. Zenith Type Varieties 

The U. S. variety Zenith has been utilized as a source of resistance in Japan, and Fuku
nishiki was bred (Fig. 4). Kiyosawa2l) studied on the inheritance of resistance of Zenith and 
Fukei 67; the latter was the same type as the former and was a derivative from the former. 
He found two genes Pi-a and Pi-z in them. Fukunishiki bred from Zenith had only the 
gene Pi-z. This Pi-z gene is probably the same as the gene Pi6 which was found in Zenith 
by Atkins and ] ohnston2). 
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,~----· 

~kunishikij 

Gin 

L_ 

w 1 I l~enith -~--------------]-+-----' 
Tohoku 24 

c:::=J Aichi Asah i type; c:=-.J BC -68 type; 

~------~ Shin 2 type; 
~-------~ 

c:-·'J Zenith type. 

Fig. 4. Genealogical relationship of derivatives from Zenith. (KIYOSA \VAW) 

9. Resistance of Japanese Varieties to the Philippine Fungus Strain Ken Ph-03 

Matsumoto, Yamada and Kozaka30) found that a Philippine fungus strain Ken Ph-03 

showed an avirulence to some Japanese varieties in spite of susceptibility of these varieties 
to most of Japanese races. Kiyosawa25) divided such an immunity from the strain of Japanese 
varieties into two types. Kusabue is representative of one type. Immunity from the strain 
Ken Ph-03 of this type is controlled by the gene Pi-k. Immunity of other type is represent

ed by Shinriki. Immunity of this type is nullified by a fungus mutant which is isolated 

from a lesion on Shinriki. This immunity is controlled by one dominant gene, Pi-k', which 
is allelic to the gene Pi--k2i:>). 
10. Linkage Relationship 

Among the eight genes for resistance identified up to date, Pi-k and Pi-k' are allelic to 
each other, and Pi-ta is allelic to or closely linked with Pi·-ta2, as mentioned above. In 
addition to these it was found that there were linkage relationships between Pi-m and Pi-k 
with crossing-over value of 11.3 %24) and between Pi·-i and Pi-z with that of :30.9 %21) (Fig. 
5). 

Linkage reiationships between genes for resistance and genes controlling characters other 
than resistance were studied in the following characters by Kiyosawa. 

Pi-k: C, Cs (glume colour gene in Sekiyama 2), wx, s1 (gene for yellow seedling in 



Sekiyama 2) and sn (gene for yellow seedling in Reishiko). 
Pi-i: Do. (Kiyosawa15l) 
Pi-i: Apiculus colour (two genes) and awnedness (one) in Doazi chall. 
Pi-a: Do. (Kiyosawa23l) 
Pi-/,: Apiculus colour of To-to (three genes). 
Pi--a: Do. (Kiyosawa24)) 

He failed to find any linkage relationship among them, except the linkage 
C and w:r. 
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56) between 

Jodon and Atkinsl3l found that the two genes Pi1 in the variety Northrose and Pi6 in 
the variety Zenith behaved independently of the genes for apiculus colour (C), gold hull (gh), 
gold forrow colour (gf), glabrous (gl), red bran (Rc) and earliness. 

Pi-k 

Pi- ks 

Pi- i Pi- ta2 

The genes at the both ends are independently behaved. 

Ti~3-: Showing linkage relationship with crossing over value of 
11. :) %. 
Allelic or closely linked. 

Fig. 5. Linkage relationship among genes found up to date. 

11. Japanese Differential Varieties 
Twelve varieties have been used for differentiation of pathogenic races in JapanlO,ll). Of 

these varieties, Kanto 51, lshikari Shiroke, Aichi Asahi and Homare Nishiki were genetically 
analyzed and the above mentioned three genes were found in these varieties. It was already 
con eluded that there was at least the gene Pi-k in Choko-to and Y akei ko. Reactions of 
Yakei-ko and Choko-to to many races show that these two varieties carry gene(s) other than 
the gene Pi--k. Such a gene(s) is not yet identified. 

Studies on gene analysis of Te-tep (Indo-Chinese variety), Tadukan (Philippine) and Usen 
(Chinese) by Kiyosawa26) is in progress. F 2 populations of the hybrid of Te-tep X Shin 2 
were inoculated with 7 fungus strains separately. Digenic segregations were observed for 
inoculations of P-2b, Ken 53-33 and Ina 72, and trigenic segregations for Holm 1, Ken 54-
20 and Ken 54-04. For Ina 168, susceptible plants were not found in 130 F, plants. These 
results suggest that at least three or more genes participate in the resistance of this variety 
(Table 4). 

Te-tep has been used as a source of resistance in Japan. Some lines were bred. A few 
of them have reactions of the Kanto 51 type to seven fungus strains which have been used 
for gene analysis by Kiyosawa, and their mutants. This suggests that one of genes included 
m Te-tep is on the locus Pi-k 

Tadukan \Vas crossed with Shin 2. F 2 populations of this hybrid werd inoculated with 
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Tahle 4. The number of genes which were assumed to be present 
in some foreign varieties. 

Ken 
54-04 Ina H~S 

Te-tcp (Indo-China) 

Pe1sur C\Ve:;t I\::tkist:Jn) 

Cb:nnack 

:,Elok 

2 

2 

2 

~:>1 

1 

:> :l 

~ 3 

2"'--3 ~~ 

2 ~ J 

~ 3 

the seven strains. The results suggest that two or three genes control the resistance 
of Taduka:J. From this variety, the gene Pi-ta has been introduced into 
Pi No. l and Shimokita. the gene Pi-ta:~ transferred into Pi 
£ro~Tl th!s Since these two genes Yvere kn;::nvn to be allelic or 
assurrj_ed tbn.t at least one or tvvo genes are present 1n Tadukan besides l?i-~h? or F'i>-ta2. 

was carried out F 2 

'ivith the seven The nuatber genes 
Usen was, not determined, as distribution of resistance m 

F, was continuous for any of these seven strains. It seems th•1.t the resistance of 
USCll is controlled by a relatively large !lUmber or rn111cr or that the 
rmtjor the resistance of u sen is very much variable in their function. 

resistance gene is 1nost effective as 
most of the varieties used for 

It has been known that the 
differential as mentioned later. 
differential varieties in 
it is necessary to exert 
vaxieties. 
12. Some Varieties 

rnore 
the varieties suitable differe•1tial 

Studies on inheritance of blast-resistance of s~:)lne varieties ,. 
_ill gene 

contain many genes for resistance m 
by gene in them disturbs the 
resistance. 

blast resistance is very bacause they 
and weak or serni-resistfmce which is masked 

grouping of F 2 or Fa based on the 

F 3 lines of the hybrid x N orin SS vvcre inoculated 
with six strains. :v1ono-or were observed for in:x,ulation with P-2b, 
Ken 54-20 and Ken 5:l<l3. For the first and second strains, resistance was dominant over 
susceptibility, whereas for the third, dmninance was reverse. Di-or 
were obtained for Hoku 1, Ina 72 and and in any of these cases, resistance was 

dominant. This indicates that there are at least two genes for resistance in Pusur. He failed 
to determine the relationship among the resistance to the six fungus 
strains in of the use of F 3 generaticm upon the complexity 
of segregation in the hybrid progeny. two or more genes for 
resistance. 

In a similar way, Milok. Kuning was studied. Results were 
obtained that demonstrated that three or more genes were included in the In this 

case, also could not determine the relationsip among the genes acting against 
different fungus strains, owing to the 5ame reason as the one in the case of Pusur. 
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Chcn"·5) also indicated to be uni-nucleate. Horine a•1d Akail~) observed vni-nucieus in electron 

of conidium. 
On the other Sm:uki39. 

of the multi-nucleate. 
by them does not appear in the 
observed in various filamentous 

zmd Chu and Li6) th.at and con:dia 
However, :;taining by them is obscure and nuclei sho1vecl 

feature of nuclei as compared with the one that was 
Furthermore, it is hard to doubt the results shown 

in the electron micrographs. 'With the electron microscopic technique, Yamasaki and Ishii43) 
succeeded in getting lengthwise section of cells and observed only one nucleus in 
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them. Such considerations lead the present author to the conclution that the number of 
nuclei m the blast fungus 1s one in conidia as well as in mycelia. 

it is that heterokaryosis is not responsible for the variability in this 

fungus. 
stud;ed mutability of the pathogenicity in blast fungus. 

percentage of mutant spores using the following formula. 
He calculated the 

Ra Sv 
x Rv 

The m'mber oi susceptible lesions (due to mutant spores) formed when resist" 
ant "R" 1s inoculated with avin1lent strain "a". 
The number of lesions formed when susceptible variety "S" 1s 

inocu1atcd vvith the same strain ''a''. 
The number of lesions formed when the variety "S" 1s inoculated 
vvith ·virulent stra.in "'v". 

1~ v 0 I' he nurn.ber of 
\¥ith the strain '"v". 

lesions formed when the "1{" 1s inoculated 

I Ier;::, is " hc~_or to correct the difference of genetic background between the varieties 
"R'' and ''S" other than the gene in which controls the major difference in resistance 
of beth va!'ietics. 

He fcund differences of percentage of mutant spores between strains and between con
cerned resistance genes. Niizeld31) obtnined similar results in the same vvay. Namely, the 
percentage of mutant spores from ilv-k to ilv-k+ was larger in fungus strains Ken 54--20 
and Ina 168 than in Hoku 1 and Ken 54.--04, and the percentage o£ mutant spores in relation 
to the gene Av- k \vas larger than that of the gene _liv-a (Table 5). 

Table 5. Frequency of mutant spores, which change<! from avh'ulence to 
virulence to various resistance genes, in various fungus strains. 

Fungus ~;train 

P-2b 

Ken 53-33 

Ina 72 

Hoku 1 

Ken 54-20 

Ken 54-04 

Ina 168 

Pi-7; 
variety* 

fliiO. 0 

2290.0 

90.0 
21).30.0 

Pi-a 
variety'' 

~0.0 

20.0 

< 22.0 
130.0 

96.0 
420.0 

* 1\Yerage obtained on varieties c2.rrying the gene F'i-lz or JY£-a. 

NIIZEK!34) 

12.0 

2. 7 

59.0 

19.0 
220.0 
l()()_l) 

LO 

< 0. l 

< 0.7 

<24.0 

<B.O 

** Pi I\o. 1 has two genes, Pi-a and Pi-ta. llowevcr, only the frequency o{ mutant spores acquir
ing the virulence to the gene Pi--ta was related in this case_ 

*** A mutant which originated from Ina 72 and acquired the virulence to the Pi-a ~~ene. 

**** X 104. 

Data of KIYOSA WA17) were accumulated hy a large number of tests for rc·sistance for the past 5 
years. In a few cases of these tests, all the inoculum used consi"ted of mutants which changed m 

pathogenicity during subcultures. This is responsible for a large difference of data of 
KIYOSAWA17) from ones of NIIZEKI34). 
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Such &n inter-genic difference of mutation frequency on pathogenicity should be noted 
m selecting the resistance gene for breeding of resistant variety. That is, resistance gene, 
to which the corresponding avirulence gene has low mut:1ti.on frequency, must be chosen as 

a source of resistance. 

Inheritance of Field Resistance 

.0/orin :22 is e?aluated as on the type of predomi-
nated lesions and of the largest lesi,m, or injected with the fungus 
strain Ken 54~04. This variety shows in the field. 

Kiyosavva, Iv1atsumoto and Lee28) studied the inl-;eritance of resistance of this 
vVhen F 3 lines the Aichi i'l.sahi v,ccre inoculated with Ken 54-04 

and Ken Pb-03, was ob3erved In 

VlClS 

for Ken 54-01 and Ken Ph-0:3 
weaker 
similar 
sidered to be weak 

it is reasonable to attempt to test 

with the different of 
bet\veen .res1sU;nce 1n the.~ 

carried out on sis·~cr varieties of r~orin 22 and 

1s con-

obtained a 

suppc:ct the 

that the resistance gene in the is the same as that 
under field conditions. If it is true, field resisc:i;Jce of Norin 22 controlled one 

gene and tvlo or n1ore nLinor genes. 
Goto8) reported that the resistance of Sensho was ccntwlled additive genes, one 

of which was linked with gene. 

What does the gene-fo:r-gene theory teaeh us? 

L Abiiity of Varieties or Fungus Strains 
Now let us controlling host-pathogen B IJ 

a a, b + 0 ; -:- alleles of .:1 and B resistance genes in the host 
plants, respectively, and +a and + b are virulence alleles of a and b a virulence genes in the 
fungus strains, respectively. These are in many cases sintplified as Two pairs of aviru
lence genes also make four genotypes. vVhen the hosts of the four resistance genotypes are 
separately infected with the fungus strains of the four avirulence 'genotypes, the reactions as 
shown in Table 6 are expected according to the gene-for-gene theory. Namely, the resistance 
gene A is effective only against the fungus strain having the corresponding or complemetary 
avirulence gene a. The correspondence or complementation between a resistance gene and 
an avirulence gene is highly specific. 

Let us choose two genotypes out of the four genotypes in order to differentiate the four 
geneotypes (races) of fungus strains. The two genotypes, "1B and .:1 + or AB and -'- B, 
divide the four fungus genotypes only into three groups Cab, a -r- (RR against the two host 
genotypes) : +b (RS) : + + (SS)J. The other two host genotypes, AB and++, divide the 
four genotypes only into two groups Cab, a+, +b (RS) : + + (SS)J. In the same way, the 
two genotypes, A+ and + + or + B and + +, divide into two groups, RS and SS. As 
compared with those, the two genotypes, A.+ and + B, can classify into four groups, RR, 
RS, SR and SS. Therefore, the two genotypes, A+ and + B, are most effective to classify 



genotypes, In other words, the choice of each of the 
which res1stance gene, proruise the n1ost effectiYe diffe:e:ntiation of 

genotypes 

types for classification of host va-rieti-:.~s 

The difierential varieties must be 
·;~ Lin1iL:::.tion 

Supposing the third gene 

ca.n be applied to the choice o_f 

based on resistance, 
un the basis of 

, in addition to the gene 
as snown m Table 7 1s 

not sh(Y\'''/ resistant reaction to the Jour races m the table, ab +, a-+- T, 

-;- ~r- +·, in of the existence the host This hcst 

geno-

the 

-:-b-'- and 
shows re· 

sistance to the lour be and ~~ -~- c, for they have the a virulence 
gene c. 'The resistnnce gene C~ can 

avirulence geJJe c is used for gene 
to the avirulence gene in 

number of genes \vhich are included in the 
nun1bcr of resistaEce genes detected. £yen if it 
number of strains that a 
to lead to the conclusion 

' tne strain the 
the 1.·esistance genes cor~ 

used can be found. That is, the 
strains used shonld determ.ine the maxirnum 

.rea·ction 

limited 
correct 

to them 
have the avirulence gene corresponding to the resistance gene 

determined 
it is net 

an avil·ulent 
vvhich has been found 

m the the conclusion may be correct in rnany cases. 
3. The Minimum Number of Strains Which are Required for Selection o-f I{esistant 

Plant Carrying More than Two Genes 
Let us consider on the selection of the AB plant~ iron:. the Fo or F" of 

il-"- >< + B hybrid (Table 6). vVhen we use only one fungus strain out of the {our strains 
shown in Table 6, \ve can not differentiate the four host genotypes. As mentioned 

Ho3t 

T~!ble 6. Host-pathogen relationship in participation 
of two gene pairs. 

Table 7. Host-pathogen relationship in participation of three gene pairs. 

ab+ a++ +b+ +++ abc a+c +be 

R R R s R R R 

R R s s R R s 
R s R. s R s R 

s s s s s s s 

++c 

s 
s 
s 
s 

--· ·---- ------- ---- -- ~- ------------ ------------~---- -------

ABC R R R s R R R R 

il+C R R s s R R R R 

+BC R s R s R R R R 

++C s s s s R R R R 
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the choice cf the two fungus strains, a+ and -+- b, is most effective for the differentiation of 
the four genotypes of hosts. That is, at least two fungus strains are required for selection 
of the v.rhich carry two resistance genes. If we can not use the suitable fungus strains, 
three or more strains are necessary for the selecticm. For identifying the plants or 
lines which possess number of resistance genes, the use of fungus strains of the 
number to the number of the resistance genes is nece~sary and if the 
suitable genotypes of strains arc available. 

If there is no interaction between two strains, mixture inoculation of more than 
two fungus strains may be enable to select the or lines carrying more than two 
reristance genes in one test. Kiyosawa :md Fujimaki27) found an interaction between 
two fungus strains injected, and called this interaction as mixture inoculation effect. \Vhen 
a mixture of virulent and avirulent fungus strains were injected to the variety carrying the 
Pi-a gene, of the former was inhibited by the presence of the latter. Such an 
inhibitive action by avirulent fungus strain was not found on the variety carrying the Pi-k 
gene. This difference betvreen resistance genes in mixture inoculation effect must be noted 
in the use of mixture inoculation. 

Discussion 

H. I. Oka, Japan: ::Y1ay I ask you the number of races the resistances to which are 
controlled by a resistant gene? It might differ according to resistant genes. How many for 
Pi-k? 

Answer: The number of fungus strains used by me is very small as compared with 
the numerous number of strains collected in Japan. So, I can not answer to your question 
without further experiments. But, I think the gene Pi-k may be effective to all the races 
belonging to a predominant race group, N, in Japan. 
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